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Since RADION
International’s
inception, the
team has made
it our mission
to help the
vulnerable and
needy beyond
our shores. In the last nine years
we have reduced substance abuse
amongst rural children, made
healthcare
education
available
to the masses, and created safe
space for children from high-risk
backgrounds.
That said, 2016 has to be one of our
most significant and eventful years
in our short history.
In June, we completed and launched
the DreamCenter - a 7,000sq ft
livelihood/education center in the
largest hill-tribal community in
Thailand. Since then we have seen

hundreds of villagers and children
come through our doors. Our
beneficiaries received not just
practical assistance, but also vital
life-skill education that we hope
would catalyse change in their
community.
The progress towards change
requires momentum, and it cannot
be sustained without your help.
PROJECT LIVES! - our annual
relief & awareness campaign in
Singapore exists for such a purpose
- to rally people from all walks of
life towards making a difference in
the lives of the ones we serve, and
to nurture civic consciousness.
Year after year PROJECT LIVES!
has
received
overwhelming
support from both the public as
well as the private sectors. This
year’s campaign in October was
no different as the team witnessed

an increased involvement from
local celebrities, schools, business
leaders and the Royal Thai
Embassy.
More recently, we were surprised
and honoured to have our work
recognised by Brand Alliance.
We received the Outstanding
Brands (Not-For-Profit) award for
outstanding social contributions at
their grand gala - an annual event
that honours Singapore’s most
influential brands.
Moving forward, we foresee greater
traction for change - anchored on
our heatbeat and motto that every
life matters.
Your’s truly,

Mr Eugene Wee

Executive Director & Founder
RADION International

IN RECENT PRE-POSITIONING AID IN
NEWS THE HANDS OF THE NEEDY
Towards the end of every year,
temperatures in the mountains in
Northern Thailand start to plunge.
Such cold periods prove to be
treacherous for all in the area,
especially for the poorest villagers as
they have limited means of keeping
warm. Elderly and young children are
the most vulnerable to sicknesses
and even death due to the cold.
This is a key motivation behind
organising Project LIVES! 2016, our
8th annual relief collection campaign
for the benefit of villagers residing in
the cold mountainous regions.
Over three days, Singaporeans from
all walks of life rallied to collect 17
tonnes of relief cargo. The cargo
was shipped over a four-day journey
through the South China Sea, and

followed by an arduous 400km
journey up-mountain before the
items arrived in the village.
There, the baton was passed to our
field staff to get these life-saving
items into the hands of villagers that
needed them most.
Our first relief distribution of items
collected during Project LIVES! 2016
created an evident buzz in the village.
In the biggest turnout so far for
a relief distribution, 502 villagers
came through the doors of our
DREAMCenter. Thanks to your giving,
every one of them received a relief
package consisting blankets, warm
clothing, pre-loved clothing, canned
food and other items that would help
them through the winter season.

At the end of the day,
502 villagers left the
DREAMCenter just a little
bit better-equipped to
brace the impending cold.
More importantly, 502
families, including young
children and frail elderly,
are just a bit safer from
unnecessary death as the
winter season looms.

DONORS

Thanks to your generous giving at RADION’s 8th
Annual Project LIVES! campaign, life-saving aid
now sits in a mountainous community in Northern
Thailand, accessible to 14,000 villagers including
the most vulnerable.

PAVING
INROADS FOR
DEVELOPMENT
The impact of your giving does not English camp, to level the playing the opportunity to learn English
end there.
field for village children!
outdoors, beyond the premises of the
classroom and the village!
It is also carefully sown into our The idea was simple. To create an
projects to address key problems in engaging and fun platform for village This camp paves the way for
the village, namely poor quality of children to pick up an interest to deeper initiatives that promote the
education, domestic violence and learn the English language.
importance of education within these
poverty.
rural communities. “We are very
Over just three days, our team led
happy with the good work that RADION
In tandem with the Thai government’s the kids in games and songs to help
is doing, especially in exposing our
new emphasis on English education, them memorize basic vocabulary and
children to new experiences outside
we recently kicked off our very first sentences. There was even
the village and teaching them the
language (English)....” a mother of a
camp participant shared with us, “We
believe that this knowledge would
help her (the child) in her future and
we look forward to more of such
initiatives by RADION!”
In addition to promoting education,
such outreach camps also serve
as an early intervention screening
mechanism for children from highrisk backgrounds. They enable us to
pre-emptively detect the ones who
might have a higher chance than
most of experiencing trauma - before
such incidences occur! We see this
as critical in stemming the tide of
neglect and domestic violence within
the village.

CALL TO ACTION

FUTURE ACTIVITY: BRINGING
LONG-TERM CHANGE

English education is just the
beginning. More exciting projects lie
in store for the new year, all designed
specifically at bringing long-term
change, undoing social problems
plaguing village communities at
their roots. With the completion

of our DREAMCenter and a very Some projects to look forward to:
successful collection at Project
Livelihood skills training that will
LIVES! this year, we are more than
put low-income, low-education
ready to kick off the next chapter!
villagers on the path towards
In the new year, we are excited to
financial recovery and selflaunch an array of training programs
sufficiency.
for villagers.
Weekend educational classes
for village children, that will
promote education and keep kids
in schools.
Living in the mountains, water supply can be

1
A MOUNTAIN
WATER WELL
$5,000

terribly unpredictable and can periodically go
dry without warning. Imagine days and weeks
with no water on the taps. Without water, even
the best flushing systems will not work and
sanitation becomes a serious problem. Quality
of life quickly degrades as little lives become
dangerously susceptible to life threatening
illness. Help by sponsoring a deep water well
this Christmas.

With the solar panels, we
can lower the electrical
bills of the shelter and with
the savings, we can channel
it to helping more lives.
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HOW CAN YOU BE
INVOLVED?

A SOLAR POWER
SYSTEM FOR
THE CHILDREN’S
SHELTER
$3,000

A security system is
much needed in the
premise to ensure
the safety of the
children undergoing
rehabilitative care.

CCTV SYSTEM
AND ACCESS
CONTROL
$5,000

Well, it doesn’t look like our
school bus, but this is how we get
our kids to school. The current
15 year old vehicle has served
us well, but signs of aging is
showing. Your giving will provide
the children with a safer vehicle
to get to school in. We think they
will be delighted!
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$350,000

While toys may seem like the best
gifts during Christmas season,
bringing long-term change requires
more than just toys.
Here are FIVE meaningful gifts you
can contribute financially towards,
that will help support our community
projects in the new year.

Help us to

“SONG THEOW”
SCHOOL BUS
$30,000

100 sponsorships of $3,500 each.

GIVE THEM
A HOME

But we cannot do this alone.

Our rescue & rehabilitation shelter
in Chiangmai is bursting at its
seams. A piece of land is needed at
this stage to help ensure that the
children receive the necessary care
and space to grow.

www.radion-international.org
enquiries@radion-international.org
@radion.intl
facebook.com/radioninternational

TRULY

make a difference
this Christmas.
Contact shirleen.ng@radion-international.org
to make that difference.

